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LONG BEACH, CA, UNITED STATES, March

18, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- BLAC ACTS

Music & Media Production, LLC, is pleased

to announce the release of "BLAC ACTS:

Biological Linguistics Acquired Cognition -

Art Culture Technology Science," authored

by Dorion K. Hilliard, Sr. This

groundbreaking work explores the

intersection of science, culture, and faith,

offering profound insights into our evolutionary journey.

At the heart of Hilliard's endeavors lies a commitment to exploring evolutionary processes. His

book, "BLAC ACTS: Biological Linguistics Acquired Cognition - Art Culture Technology Science,"

The revolution begins now”

Dorion Hilliard

delves into harmonics frequencies within the biosphere,

unraveling their influence on our evolutionary journey. The

book raises profound questions about neuro-vitality,

cellular connectivity, and technological correspondence as

they relate to clean energy transmission.

The overarching theme, encapsulated in the acronym "ME," symbolizes Molecular Energy and its

significance in understanding ourselves and our connection to God's Holy Trinity. An upbringing

shapes the way of life specially one during the Civil Rights Era which exposed many  to

prominent leaders and activists, shaping their perspective on self-wealth, quality of life, and

environmental responsibility. This book emphasizes the need to care for the space and planet

we occupy, reflecting his core values.

Faith, discipline, and life lessons are recurring motifs throughout the book. It emphasizes the

transformative power of faith and persistence, viewing life's challenges as opportunities for

growth and enlightenment. Life lessons are not losses but blessings in disguise, waiting to

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.blacacts.com/
http://www.blacacts.com/


transform into gifts with faith and persistence. These lessons shape the positive outlook, with

growth as the objective and happiness as the perspective

The connection between Hilliard's personal experiences and the themes in his book is profound,

both philosophically and ideologically. The contradiction within himself, accepted and

understood, becomes a central motif that resonates throughout his work.

"BLAC ACTS: Biological Linguistics Acquired Cognition - Art Culture Technology Science" is now

available for purchase. For more information and to order your copy, please visit BLAC ACTS

Official Website or your preferred online retailer.

For more information, visit BLAC ACTS Music & Media Productions, LLC to witness testimonials

and endorsements that attest to the impact of BLAC ACTS on those who have embraced this

unique journey of self-discovery and enlightenment.

For media inquiries or interviews, contact: blacacts@gmail.com.
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